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Abstract
Dust accumulation on photovoltaic (PV) surface decreases the solar radiation
penetration to the PV cells and eventually the power production from the PV system.
In order to prevent the dust-based power losses, the PV systems are required to be
cleaned frequently depending upon different geographical locations, PV integration
scheme and the scale of the PV power plant. In large-scale power plants, the PVs are
periodically cleaned traditionally by water sprinkling that requires sophisticated
equipment mobile equipment that at the best involves robotics and hence calls for
substantial capital investment as well as water consumption. Since most of the largescale PV plants are located away from the urban centres, water transportation required
for PV cleaning incurs tremendous overheads thus increasing the electricity production
cost. The desert environment that houses utility-scale PV plants in UAE poses a three
folds challenge to keep the plant cleaned namely
1. The increased dust accumulation on the PV surface due to sandstorms that

requires more frequent cleaning.
2. The lack of water supply infrastructure in the non-populated spaces.
3. The water scarcity that eventually renders water being the most precious

resources.
The current project attempts to overcome the grave problem facing PV plant in
the desert by proposing an onsite water production employing a PV customized
atmospheric water generation (AWG) system. The research involved at first
determining the optimal frequency of cleaning within the UAE indicating a minimum
of 13 % power loss in UAE within non-sandstorm conditions. The radiation loss due
to dust accumulation was calculated by a measured difference in the incident and
transmitted radiation through a transparent glass surface. The radiation loss reached
up to 27 % within three months during non-sandstorm winter clean sky conditions that
represent yet the best-case scenario. The findings enabled designing the optimal
capacity of the AWG system.

viii
At a second phase, the AWG designed incorporating diurnal dew point drop,
adiabatic air expansion in porous media, radioactive cooling over a sky exposed
surface and Peltier cooling in sequential order to achieve an autonomous AWG system.
The proposed AWG was constructed and tested with an average water production of
110 ml per night (2-3 hours) having average night-time humidity of 66 % with average
electricity consumption of 1.17 kWh/day. The water produced over seven-night
reached an average value of almost 1 litre that was sprinkled over the panel and wiped
of that achieved completely cleaned PV surface.
Keywords: Radiation, Efficiency, Water Sprinkling, Transportation, Environment,
Infrastructure, Radiative, Expansion, Atmospheric, Peltier, Cleaning.
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)Title and Abstract (in Arabic

تحديد عدد مرات التنظيف الالزمة أللواح الطاقة الضوئية وتعزيز الطاقة الناتجة عنها
باستخدام طريقة تنظيف مبتكرة
الملخص

يعمل تراكم الغبار على أسطح الخاليا الضوئية على تقليل تغلغل اإلشعاع الشمسي إلى
الخلية الكهروضوئية؛ والذي بدوره يقلل من كفاءة هذه األنظمة ،ويقلل من طاقتها
المنتجة .ومحاولة لتقليل كمية الطاقة المفقودة نتيجة للغبار المترسب على أسطح هذه الخاليا
الضوئية ،يجب ضمان نظافة هذه األنظمة عن طريق التنظيف المتكرر والدوري؛ وفقًا لمواقعها
الجغرافية ،ونظام الطاقة الكهروضوئية المستخدم ،ومساحة محطة توليد الطاقة الكهروضوئية.
ذلك ويتم تنظيف األجهزة الكهروضوئية في محطات الطاقة الكبيرة بشكل دوري بطرق تقليدية،
عن طريق رش المياه باستخدام معدات خارجية متنقلة ،تشمل الروبوتات .وبالتالي تتطلب
كبيرا للمياه .كما أن معظم
عمليات التنظيف هذه استثمارات رأسمالية كبيرة ،وكذلك استهال ًكا
ً
محطات الطاقة الكهروضوئية الواسعة النطاق تقع بعيدًا عن المراكز الحضرية ،مما يتطلب ً
نقال
مائيًا لكمية كبيرة من الماء لتنظيف الخاليا الكهروضوئية .تستلزم عمليات النقل المائي ،وكمية
المياة المستخدمة الالزمين للتنظيف الكهروضوئي لهذه المحطات نفقات هائلة تزيد من تكلفة إنتاج
الكهرباء .كما أنّه يتم تثبيت معظم محطات توليد الطاقة الكهروضوئية على نطاق صحراوي
واسع ،وتشكل البيئة الصحراوية التي تضم هذه الخاليا الكهروضوئية على نطاق المرافق في
اإلمارات العربية المتحدة تحديًا يتمثل في التالي:
 -1زيادة تراكم الغبار على أسطح الخاليا الضوئية؛ بسبب العواصف الرملية والذي بدوره يتطلب
تواترا.
تنظيف أكثر
ً
 -2نقص البنية التحتية إلمدادات المياه في األماكن غير المأهولة بالسكان.
 -3ندرة المياه التي تجعل المياه في نهاية المطاف هي أثمن الموارد.
يهدف هذا البحث إليجاد طريقة للتغلب على هذا القيد من خالل آلية بديلة إلنتاج المياه
في موقع تثبيت الخاليا الضوئية بتطبيق نظام مخصص لتوليد المياه من الغالف الجوي .وبتحديد
التكرار األمثل للتنظيف في دولة اإلمارات العربية المتحدة ،أشارت النتائج إلى فقدان الطاقة بنسبة
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 ٪13كحد أدنى في ظل ظروف غير عاصفة رملية .كما بلغت نسبة فقدان اإلشعاع الناتجة عن
تراكم الغبار عن طريق حساب الفرق بين اإلشعاع المنتج واإلشعاع المنقول عبر سطح زجاجي
شفاف .بلغ فقدان اإلشعاع ما يصل إلى  ٪22في غضون ثالثة أشهر خالل ظروف السماء النظيفة
الشتوية غير العاصفة ،التي تمثل حتى اآلن السيناريو األفضل .وحيث أن النتائج السابقة مكنت
تصميم السعة المثلى لنظام .AWG
و في المرحلة الثانية ،فإن تجسيد نظام توليد المياه في الغالف الجوي سوف يستغل
انخفاض نقطة الندى النهارية  ،وتمدد الهواء الساكن في الوسط المسامي ،والتبريد اإلشعاعي على
األسطح المكشوف باتجاه السماء ،وبلتيير برودة بترتيب متسلسل لتحسين نظام التنظيف
الكهروضوئي الذي يعتمد على نفسه .تم إنشاء واختبار  AWGالمقترح بمتوسط إنتاج للمياه يبلغ
 111مل في الليلة ( 3-2ساعات) مع متوسط رطوبة في الليل بنسبة  ٪66مع متوسط استهالك
للكهرباء يبلغ  1.12كيلو واط في الساعة .بلغت قيمة المياه المنتجة على مدار سبع ليال متوسط
 1لتر تقريبًا تم رشها على اللوحة ومسحها مما أدى إلى تنظيف سطح الخلية الضوية بالكامل.
مفاهيم البحث الرئيسية :اإلشعاع  ،الكفاءة  ،رش المياه  ،النقل  ،البيئة  ،البنية التحتية  ،اإلشعاعية
 ،التوسع  ،الغالف الجوي  ،التنظيف.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

This introductory chapter gives the objectives of the current research, the
methodology used to conduct the research and its futuristic impact. It also includes the
structure of the thesis report.
1.1 Objectives of the research
The main objectives of this research are to design a water-based PV cleaning
mechanism that generates onsite water through a customized atmospheric water
generation system. In order to produce an optimal design, the determination of the
actual dust-based radiation and power losses over time are important goals of the
research. The finding is intended to determine the cleaning PV frequency that
eventually will help determine the amount of water required for the PV cleaning over
a period of time through experimentation (Specifically in UAE conditions). The
required amount of water would help to design the capacity of the “atmospheric watergeneration system” for cleaning of the solar panels and its fabrication according to the
design.
To achieve these objectives, an array of PV panels was installed at the site and
the dust-based radiation and power losses were measured on a daily, weekly, monthly
and seasonal basis. The atmospheric water-generation system and self-cleaning
mechanism for solar arrays were developed to prevent dust driven power losses and
solar cell deterioration from the dust build up over the panels.
This research has been guided by a sensitivity analysis of the frequency of
cleaning compared to the loss of power that would occur due to non-cleaned panels. A
fine balance was identified between the cost of increased frequency of cleaning
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involving human resource, equipment and energy overheads compared to the cost of
power losses due to delayed cleaning through experimentally measured data. The
research adds a substantial contextual value in relation to UAE climatic conditions
which warrants more frequent cleaning due to prevalent desert environment and
episodes of dust storms.
1.2 Methodology
An array of PV panels was installed at the site to measure the cleaning
frequency. The effects of dust accumulation on PV panels in terms of loss of radiation
incident on PV cells and power loss caused by the reduced incident radiation was
measured over a pre-defined period of time. National Instruments Compact DAQ and
modules are used to measure the currents, voltages and temperatures of PV panels for
the dusty and cleaned panels after a pre-defined frequency. Temperature distribution
over the surface of PV panels was studied through thermography by using the infrared
camera. The vintage pro weather station was used to measure the weather data
comprising of wind speed, ambient temperature and air humidity.
These weather data findings were utilized to design an optimal capacity of the
atmospheric water generation system. The embodiment of atmospheric water
generation system exploited the diurnal dew point drop radiative cooling over a sky
exposed surface and Peltier cooling in sequential order to optimize the self-reliant PV
cleaning system. The atmospheric water generation system integrated with the PV
panels to clean the dusty panels after a calculated timespan.
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1.3 Research impact
This work mainly focuses on the efficiency enhancement of PV panels by
cleaning the PV panels after the measured time period by integrating the atmospheric
water generation system into the PV system.
This project is aiming for the betterment of society at the global scale and the
outcomes are in the following manners:


The research informed about the time duration that warrants cleaning the PV panels
that eventually reduced the cost related to PV cleaning.



A prototype test set up was fabricated to produce water, embodying the concept of
dew point, condensation over a radiatively cooled surface and electrically powered
Peltier cooling effect.



The research designed a process of PV cleaning intended to reduce the overhead
associated with water utility required for PV cleaning equipment.



The research helped to recover the power losses caused by PV soiling.



The research also aided to improve the overall efficiency of the system.
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1.4 Thesis structure
This study is divided into six chapters. Chapter 1 (Introduction) gives the
objectives of the current research, the methodology used to conduct the research and
its futuristic impact.
Chapter 2 presents an extensive review of the current and future energy needs
and its generation and consumption. Mainly, discussing the use of solar photovoltaic
technology and its benefits, different factors (solar spectrum, reflection, temperature
and soiling) that affect efficiency are described in detail. It concludes the literature
review on soiling losses and different cleaning techniques.
Chapter 3 presents the details of different materials, devices and facilities used
to conduct the research.
Chapter 4 describes the experimental setup, execution of the experiment and
detailed analysis of the results to measure the cleaning frequency of PV panels.
Chapter 5 provides the design of atmospheric water generation system and how
to exploit the diurnal dew point drop, radiative cooling over a sky exposed surface and
Peltier cooling in sequential order to optimize the self-reliant PV cleaning system. It
also described the Simulink modelling of the AWG system with a detailed analysis of
the results.
Chapter 6 represents the conclusions of the results drawn from the experiments
and recommendations for future research based on these results.
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Chapter 2: Literature review

This chapter presents an extensive review of the current and future energy
needs and its generation and consumption. Mainly, discussing the use of solar
photovoltaic technology and its benefits, different factors (solar spectrum, reflection,
temperature and soiling) that affect efficiency are described in detail. It concludes the
literature review on soiling losses and different cleaning techniques.
2.1 World energy needs and solar power
Due to the rapid economic development, industrialization and surge in
population, the consumption and demand for energy increasing at a substantial rate
[1]. According to the ‘‘Global Energy Statistical Yearbook 2018’’ the world total
energy and electricity consumption was 8561 Mtoe (million tons of oil equivalent) and
9984 TWh respectively in 1990, which reached up to 13730 Mtoe and 22015 TWh in
2017 with the increase of 38% and 55% respectively. The world total electricity
consumption according to the regions from 1990 to 2017 is shown in Figure 1 [2].

Figure 1: World total energy consumption from 1990 to 2017.
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Fossil fuels (oil, coal and gas) are the major contributor to fulfil the world
energy needs [3]. The burning of fossil fuels causes the emission of carbon dioxide
CO2, as it was 32668 MtCO2 in 2017. Carbon emission has very serious implications
for the climate and human health, such as glacial melt, more extreme weather, ocean
current changes, acid rain, acidification of the ocean and consequent damage to the
ecosystems and health of living organisms [4]. Recently, the world is increasingly
departing from fossil fuels to renewable energy sources to prevent the release
of carbon dioxide and to achieve the needs. The renewable energy sector is
growing faster with currently providing

25% of total energy demand and

expected to rise up to 30% in 2023 according to the ‘‘International Ene rgy
Agency’’ (IEA) as shown in Figure 2 [5].

Figure 2: Share of the renewable energy sector in the global energy mix by sector
from 2011-2023.
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Photovoltaic is one of the most rapidly growing technology compared to all
other renewable technologies supported by a rapid cost decline and efficiency
improvement in addition to reducing greenhouse gasses emission and saving the
environment [6]. Since 2010, the prices for large utility-scale PV plants have fallen
by 70% thus increasing power generation to 460 TWh bringing it up 2 % share in the
world energy generation which is expected to increase rapidly in coming years. Record
growth of 98 GW in solar photovoltaics in 2017 was driven by China's quick
deployment with 53 GW of capacity, backed by feed-in tariffs incentives. Despite the
surging annual market, average PV prices are expected to continue to decline in the
coming years as competition increases and manufacturing capacity grows in China and
South East Asia. More than two third of the world's PV modules are currently being
produced by Chinese companies. The USA continues to be the second largest PV
market after China. India’s annual PV additions more than doubled, with 9.6 GW
coming online. In the European Union, annual PV additions remained stable at 6 GW
[7].
Because of the above-stated developments, solar PV investment reached its
highest level ever in 2017, at over USD 160.8 billion encouraged by a decline in capital
costs of new installations by 25% [8]. According to the IEA report, the sun might be
the single largest source of energy generation by reaching 16% of world energy supply
by 2050. There are many energy sources which are being used to produce electricity
but most of them involve serious problems like high pricing, pollution and the
deficiency of the resources with the time. While the sun is a clean, green and free
source of energy which has edge benefits of other conventional ways to produce
electricity in different aspects.
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Solar energy is very beneficial for the environment because it does not
contaminate it like other conventional energy sources (coal and oil powered power
plants) which cause the generation of millions of tons of waste, emission of greenhouse
gasses and different harmful substances which has high concerns of health [9, 10] . As
the sun is a renewable energy source and its energy not going to decrease with the time
like the other conventional power production sources which consuming fossil fuels for
power generation. Fossil fuels including oil, gas and coal are the finite sources and
currently are the world’s primary source of energy and are going to be finished in
future. While solar energy is purely a renewable energy source and can easily meet the
energy needs of our future generations [11, 12]. The impact of solar energy or
renewable energy industry on employment is still debatable. But according to the
results gathered by conducting the different surveys worldwide shows the as the
demand of renewable increasing rapidly, photovoltaic industry generating more jobs
than the average job increases worldwide, which varies region to region [13].
It's already a well-established fact that renewable sources of energy are clean
and cost-effective than other conventional energy sources. These also offer the
potential of energy independence and security because no country will be dependent
on the other country for energy resources. For example, some country is producing its
own electricity by using renewable energy coming from the sun, means they are not
depending on oil, coal and gas coming from other countries. So, by using solar energy,
electricity can be generated to fulfil the energy requirements without compromising
security [14]. Currently, the cost of solar panels is hundred times low than the cost in
1877. Using the PV panels as an electricity source are cost-effective in different means
e.g. PV panels provide protection from continuously rising energy prices and savings
in electricity bills. The cost of PV is down to $0.10 per KwH, in contrast, the generated
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energy from fossil usually falls to $0.05 to $0.17 per KWH. According to the
IRENA's Renewable Power Generation Costs in 2017 report the cost of solar PV will
fall further halve of typical cost in the future by 2020. This means that in two years '
time, onshore wind and solar PV projects could consistently supply electricity for just
under $0.03 per kWh [15].
2.2 Photovoltaic system
Energy demand is growing rapidly with the passage of time. Current power
consumption in the world is 22 terawatts hour (TWh) per year and it is projected to be
40 TWh in 2050 and more than triple at the end of this century according to the data
provided by “Enerdata” in “Global Energy Statistical Yearbook 2018” [16] . The fossil
fuels that currently we are consuming will not last long to fulfil our requirements of
energy consumption in future. Additionally, their continuous use produces numerous
side effects and pollutes the environment. We have a sun as an abundant and clean
source of energy. The sun transmits 120,000 TW of energy on the earth’s surface,
being much higher than our consumption.
Photovoltaic cell invented in 1954, when D. Chapin, C. Fuller, and G. Pearson
demonstrated solar cells based on P-N junction with efficiency 5-6% [17].
Photovoltaic (PV) cells are the semiconductor devices, which have the ability to
convert energy carried by solar radiation into DC electricity [18]. Solar radiations
strike at the cell surface and the cell converts these radiations into electricity. The
sunlight conversion in electricity is called a photovoltaic effect [19, 20]. Up to 80% of
solar radiation can be absorbed by PV cells from the accessible solar spectrum. The
larger part of usable radiation belongs to the visible spectrum because the radiations
with high and low wavelength do not contribute to electrical energy conversion process
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[21]. The DC produced by PV is converted to alternating current (AC) through an
inverter [22]. The photovoltaic system thus comprises of solar panels, wirings, charge
controller, energy storage battery and inverter as shown in Figure 3. PV panels convert
solar energy into DC and that DC power goes to the charge controller.

Figure 3: Solar power energy conversion process.
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2.2.1 Structure of PV panel
A solar panel is a sophisticated “sandwich”, made up of different layers of
materials as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Photovoltaic structure and its layers.
Fundamentally, the frame of the solar cell is used to protect the internal
components from thermal and mechanical tension, along with, providing the mounting
points. The PV frame structure must be projectionless. Usually, PV frames are made
of aluminium, however, replacing metal frames with lightweight high-performance
polymers can offer important advantages to solar manufacturers as these are easier to
assemble and eliminate outdoor corrosion issues associated with metals as well [24].
A top layer of PV panels is made up of low iron glass which protects the PV
panel from different impact, pressure and temperature. The thickness of the front
surface glass is between 3.2 mm to 4 mm depending upon the type of chosen glass. It
must have the high transmittance of the light in the wavelength range of 350 nm to
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1200 nm. To enhance the penetration of sunlight in PV cell the reflection of the front
glass must be lowered [25, 26].
Encapsulants material in PV provides long-term protection against
environmental stress to the most sensitive portions of solar panels and circuitry. Solar
cells are sandwiched between the two layers of the encapsulant. It also provides optical
coupling and enables the transmission of sunlight to the solar cells [27].
Crystalline-silicon wafers are the main part of PV panels and they have the
ability to capture and convert sunlight into electrical power. Based on their
manufacturing process, the silicon crystalline wafers are mainly divided into two
categories; monocrystalline solar cells and polycrystalline solar cells. Several
emerging cell types such as inorganic cells, amorphous cells, microcrystalline silicon
cells, quantum dot cells, organic tandem cells and perovskite cells are also being
developed. Monocrystalline cells have higher efficiency than polycrystalline while
polycrystalline offer a lower price and thus dominate the market share. The efficiencies
of solar cells improved significantly in recent years due to the development of
technology and inventions of new materials [28].
Back sheets are used at the back side of PV modules and have direct contact
with the environment. These are critical to the long-term durability and protect solar
panels from UV, temperature, and moisture effects. These are made of different
polymer materials and inorganic modifiers. They also isolate the cells and electrical
connections from the environment to enhance performance and safety [29, 30].
The junction box is usually installed at the back of solar modules that protect
the electrical wires which carry the current produced from the solar panel to an
inverter, where the direct current (DC) is converted to alternating current (AC)
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electricity. Wires connected through diodes inside the junction box provide an easy
way to link panels with each other [31].
2.2.2 Charge controller
A charge controller in the energy conversion process is a significant component
that is used to manage the solar power drawn from the PV panels. If connected to
energy storage batteries, it prevents the batteries from overcharging during the day
time and make sure that the voltages from the batteries will not flow back to the PV
panels when PVs are producing less voltage (usually at the evening time) than the
stored voltages of batteries. Many charge controllers change the voltages and current
from the PV panels to batteries according to the state of charge of the battery.
Mainly these are separated into two categories [32]:


Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)



Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT)

MPPT has a performance advantage over the PWM charge controller and is used to
draw maximum power from the PV panel to feed either the load or charge the battery
depending on the PV system configuration [33].
2.2.3 Solar inverter
As most households require AC supply to perform the function, the DC output
from the PV panels requires to convert the DC to AC through solar inverters. The
rating of inverter should be 1.5 times higher than the PV panels rated output to acquire
the peak power in peak hours.
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2.3 Factor affecting PV conversion efficiency
When solar radiations strike at the surface of the PV panel, it converts this
photon energy into electrical power. PV panels do not convert all the striking radiation
into electrical power as most of the radiations get wasted due to several factors that
affect the PV panel performance. Major factors that affect the conversion efficiency of
solar panels are dust accumulation, module temperature elevation, sunlight spectrum,
panel direction and tilt angle. The detailed discussion on how these factors affect the
PV panels’ conversion efficiency is provided in the sections below.
2.3.1 Solar spectrum
When the sunlight hits the semiconductor material and penetrates into it, if the
band gap energy of a striking photon is equal to or greater than the semiconductor
material bandgap energy then it sets electrons free and thus generates the charge
carriers in the forms of mobile electrons and holes [34]. The selective solar spectrum
portion is absorbed by these semiconductor devices. Only the visible part which has
the wavelength range 400 nm to 700 nm generates the electrical current after
penetrating in solar cells. The electric current generated by PV modules depends on
the spectral sunlight distribution and the effects of the solar spectrum on PV
performance depends on metrological conditions, the sun position and module
mounting type [35]. The visible region is more than the UV and the infrared region is
involved in creating short-circuit current. As the visible region of striking radiations
decreases and infrared and UV regions increase, the generated current also get
decreases that ultimately effects the power produced by the module [36, 37]. PV cells
are not highly efficient as they are unable to respond to the whole spectrum of solar
radiations. If the photon energy of striking radiations is less than of band gap energy
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of the cell material, then it gets absorb but do not contribute to creating the charge
carriers. If the photon energy is larger than the material bandgap energy, it will get
absorbed but these absorbed photons cannot be used effectively due to electrons
thermalization. These spectral losses can reach up to 50% in single junction solar cells
[38].
2.3.2 Reflection
In photovoltaic technology reflection and absorption losses are included in the
main causes of energy loss [39]. By decreasing the amount of reflected light from the
solar module surface, the PV panel efficiency can be enhanced. The angle of incident
of sunlight is directly associated with the reflection related losses in solar panels [40,
41]. Early in the morning and late evening, the sunlight has a large angle of the incident
with respect to the PV panel which causes the increase in reflection related losses.
That’s why the PV modules produce low power at these time slots. During the all
remaining time of the day the optical losses remains almost the same due to the slight
difference in the range of ϴin > 45° [42].
There are several means to decrease optical losses:


Anti-reflection coatings (ARCs) used on the top surface of the solar cells help
reduce the light reflection related losses. Different types of ARCs are being
used in the solar cell industry, such as SiNx, Al2O3, ZnS and MgO etc.



Surface texturing is also being used to reduce reflection losses. When the
sunlight strike at the textured surface, it reduces the chances of bouncing back
the incident light into the atmosphere by trapping it in the surface. This can be
used separately or with the combination of ARCs to diminish the reflection
losses. Surface texturing can be accomplished in several ways. Texturing of
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the single crystalline substrate may achieve by etching onto the faces. If the
surface is aligned with internal atoms appropriately, a crystalline structure of
silicone results in a pyramidal surface [43, 44].


The uses of both the light trapping and surface texturing simultaneously may
increase the path of light in the cell that will enhance the chance of penetration.
Most of the usually incident lights reflected by a pyramidal texture appear at

an angle of 38.9°. This reflected light will be confined to total internal reflection and
will likely be absorbed as a second opportunity by a solar cell under an encapsulate
with a refractive index n>1.59. This will increase the short circuit current by about
0.39 mA cm−2 [44].
2.3.3 Temperature
Temperature elevation effects the photovoltaic in the following ways:


It causes to drop in open circuit voltages (VOC), maximum power point and
overall PV panel efficiency.



The photovoltaic panel has faster degradation when installed at a hotter climate
compare to the cooler.
In the conversion process, the operating temperature of the photovoltaic panel

has an important role. According to NREL report 2019, crystalline silicon solar cells
convert ~21.2% to 26.6% of incoming solar radiations into electrical energy [45], from
the remaining some is reflected back into space and the rest is converted to thermal
energy [40]. As discussed earlier, only the visible part of solar radiations contributes
to electrical energy conversion while the infrared and ultraviolet radiations convert to
heat and eventually results in temperature elevation of solar panels [46]. As
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temperature increases, it diminishes the bandgap energy with resulting increased
charge mobility while paradoxically reduced VOC, this ultimately reducing the overall
PV power output. Due to temperature elevation, the efficiency drop in silicon solar
cell reaches up to -0.08%/K and the power drop remains within 0.4 – 0.5%/K [47].
The performance of solar cell varies as the radiations and the ambient temperature
along with other factors. The solar panel with the same power rating performs
differently at different geographical locations due to the change in radiations level and
ambient temperature [48].
Figure 5 shows the effects of temperature rise in terms of voltage and power
drop. It has been shown clearly that at ambient temperature -25°C and solar radiation
intensity of 1000 W/m2 the output voltages of the PV panel are almost 25 V. As the
Tamb increased up to 75°C the output voltages decreased to 17.5 V respectively which
eventually leads to a decrease of power according to ohm law [49].
𝑃 = 𝑉𝐼

(Eq. 1)

Figure 5: Effects of temperature on the P-V curve.
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2.3.4 Dust accumulation
Photovoltaic solar modules produce energy that has a direct relation with the
available radiations of the sun [50]. However, regardless of its intrinsic absorption
ability, the efficiency of a solar panel will deteriorate over time due to the component
performance, accumulation of dust and dirt on its surface [51, 52]. A variety of
research studies shows that the soiling substantially diminutions the performance,
electrical power and efficiency of the photovoltaic cells [53, 54, 55, 56, 57]. Soiling
losses refer to the loss in power resulting from snow, dirt, dust and other particles that
cover the surface of the PV module. Dust is a thin layer covering the solar panel
surface, and the typical dust particles have a diameter of less than 10 μm, but this
mainly depends on the location and environment. The dust comes from a wide range
of sources, including wind, pedestrian, motor movement, volcano eruptions etc. The
dust accumulation increases the soiling effects over time and affects the total energy
generated by the PV module.
There are two primary factors that examine the effect of dust on PV
performance, the properties of the dust and the local environment in which the PV
system is installed. The dust properties include the size, shape and colour of the
particles. The stickiness of the dust particles at any surface also varies from sample to
sample. The local environment comprises of the system installation location, means
the system is installed in dessert, grassy, plan or mountain region and the height of the
installed system from the ground. It also includes the weather conditions like humidity
and wind speed, which effects the adhering of dust particles at the surface of modules
[58].
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The adhesive and rough PV module surface is more probable to build up dust
than a less adhesive and smoother surface. It is also a fact that the dust causes to
increase the dust if the initial layer of dust deposited at any surface, it provides better
ground for the other dust particles to stick there, means the surface is becoming more
dust friendly. Horizontal surfaces tend to build up more dust than vertical and tilted
ones due to the effects of gravity. This is also depending upon the speed and direction
of the wind. Winds with low speed generally support the dust accumulation at the
module surfaces, while the winds with high speed remove the dust and clean the
surfaces instead. However, the dust accumulation at the PV surface varies according
to the geometry of the installed PV system and the direction and speed of the winds at
that specific geographical location [59].
Fine and coarse particles have been caught up by horizontal panels, while only
fine particles of dust are caught by vertical panels as studied experimentally in [60].
Both quantitative [58] and qualitative [55] methods are applied to understand the
deposition of dust particles over the PV surface in various climates and PV tilt. The
effects of tilt angle on the deposition of dust particles on PV panel front surface and
the relationship between output power, dust particle size and irradiance were studied
by [61, 62] experimentally and mathematically. The literature on the frequency of
cleaning solar panels from accumulated dust is limited. As, [55, 58] suggests cleaning
cycles for PV panels installed in different climate zones based on their weather and
dust level.
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2.4 Methods of dust removal
The traditional cleaning methods include mechanical cleaning involving air or
water flow [63], nano-film based self-cleaning [64] and electrostatic precipitator
cleaning [65].
Nano-film based self-cleaning exploits hierarchical nanostructures created on
the surface of the glass by combining large honeycomb nano-walls with ultrathin
nanorods. The dimensions of these structures are specifically selected to maximize the
overall light absorption efficiency.

The nanorods serve to reduce the surface

reflectance and facilitate light penetration into the cell while the honeycomb structures
enhance photon absorption by acting as effective scattering centres. Furthermore, due
to its extreme hydrophobicity, the nanostructured packaging glass efficiently repels
dust particles, preventing drops in efficiency over time [51].
The electrostatic cleaning involving non-contact mechanism cleans efficiently
and protects the top surface of the panel without any physical contact. An electrostatic
precipitator removes fine dust particles from the PV panel's surface by using the force
of an induced electrostatic charge.
The nano-film and electrostatic precipitator-based methods have limitations to
remove dust and cannot effectively clean in humid climates where the dust stucks
firmly to the surface. The mechanical methods are more widely used and applicable in
a variety of climates due to the reliability of dust removal force, rapid operation and
enhanced performance independent of the environment.
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Mechanical method is mainly divided into three categories:


Manual cleaning



Vacuum suction cleaning



Automatic wiper based cleaning
Manual cleaning requires the human operator to clean the PV panel manually

using water and wiper with the adequate supporting structure. The surface cleaning
quality is evaluated by the operator himself on a visual basis to a satisfactory stage or
until the particles are totally washed away [66]. A vacuum suction cleaner includes an
air pump that creates a partial vacuum for the suction of dust and dirt particles from
the surface. The vacuum cleaner motor is generally supplied with electrical power to
create suction pressure. Only surfaces outside the corners are correctly cleaned by the
vacuum cleaner and it’s also operated manually [67]. The automatic cleaning using
wipers consist of a water pot to spray the water at PV surface and a rubber wiper to
clean that surface. This system operates automatically and needs a power supply to
perform functions [68]. However, the mechanical cleaning systems suffer from lack of
water supply infrastructure to keep the plant cleaned ending up with massive
investments in procuring and operating the cleaning equipment [67, 69].
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2.5 Problem identification and proposed solution
A variety of research studies consistently shows that the soiling considerably
deteriorates the performance, electrical power and efficiency of the photovoltaic cells.
Most of the utility-scale PV power plants are installed in the desert to optimize land
use and shading the PV panels from surrounding to maximize solar radiation gains.
The desert environments, however, on one hand, dust the panels frequently and lacks
water infrastructure for cleaning that eventually ends up cleaning being very
expensive.
The ongoing scarcity of water around the world and the recent drought in
different regions have led to a surge of new research on water technology. Different
methods have been used to produce the water from the atmosphere such as the artisanal
method of fog harvesting, air condensation by cooling down the air below the dew
point, pressurizing the air or exposing it to the desiccants. Among these methods, most
of them required a regular power source to run the water generation system.
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Chapter 3: Devices and materials

This chapter includes the details about the materials, devices and facilities used
for this research. It also discusses the basic methods to test and characterize the devices
and materials used in this study. Below is a list of devices and materials used during
the experimentation. It’s mainly divided into three categories:


Energy system



Measurement system



Cooling system

3.1 Energy system
Energy system consists of the PV panels and glass modules which are used to
measure the cleaning frequency of the system.
Six monocrystalline photovoltaic modules with dimensions of 99 cm x 134 cm,
rated capacity of 160 W and module efficiency of up to 17%, were installed outdoors
at Al Ain in renewable energy laboratory, UAE University Falaj Hazza Campus, at
latitude and Longitude of 24.9° N - 55.5° E respectively. The electrical performance
of the modules was confirmed by measuring open circuit voltage (VOC) and short
circuit current (ISC)prior to inclusion of the PV into the system.
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Figure 6: Photovoltaic panel.

PV specifications from the manufacturer are listed below in table 1.

Table 1: Used PV panel specifications.
Solar cells

Polycrystalline silicon

Dimension

99 cm x 134 cm

Maximum Power

160 W

Open circuit voltage (VOC)

43.32 V

Short circuit current (ISC)

5.05 A

Rated voltage (Vmpp)

36.20 V

Rated current (Impp)

4.59 A
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3.2 Measurement system
Measurement systems included different measurement and logging devices
that are used to measure the different parameters and log the data with the help of
software. Below is the list and description of used devices:


Data acquisition system



LabVIEW software & Desktop



Weather station



Thermocouples



Pyranometers

3.2.1 Data acquisition system
DAQ is an inform DAQ is an information system consisting of software and
hardware, as well as the information collection, storage and distribution with the help
of sensors and actuators. It is used to measure voltage, current, temperature, pressure
interfaced with LabView. The input is connected to the DAQ hardware, the signal is
transmitted from the input device to the hardware that processes and sends it to DAQ
software for further analysis and examination. For the measurement of temperature,
thermocouples are connected with DAQ and the measuring surface (PV). The
temperature is measured in the form of voltages that later is converted to temperature
values through a calibrated equation in the DAQ measurement hardware using
programmable software.
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The NI DAQ Pro_cDAC-9174 is used in these experiments for data
acquisition. This chassis can accommodate up to 8 slots (temperature, voltage,
current). The modules NI-9213, NI-9227 and NI-9221 are used to measure
temperature, current and voltages respectively in this research [70].

Figure 7: The NI DAQ Pro_ cDAC-9174.
The module NI-9213 shown in Figure 8 is a thermocouple input module with
±1.5 (°C) accuracy. It has 16 input channels, along with -75°C – 250°C measurement
range, 24-bit ADC for up to 0.02°C measurements sensitivity [71].

Figure 8: The module NI-9213 to measure temperature.
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The NI-9227 is C-series current input module. It provides high-accuracy
measurements of ±0.01% and has 24-bit ADC with 4 analogue input channels. This
module not only measures the current but also the power when it is used in conjunction
with voltage input module [72].

Figure 9: The module NI-9227 to measure current.
The NI-9221 is a C-series voltage input module. It has 8 channels and -60 V –
60 V measurement range. It is suitable for industrial level or small cell batteries
measurements due to the wider voltage measurement range. It has a measurement
accuracy of ±0.25% [73].

Figure 10: The module NI-9221 to measure voltages.
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3.2.2 Data logging system
Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench (LabVIEW) is created
by the ‘‘National Instruments’’. In this research, LabVIEW is used as data logging
software to measure the temperature, voltage and current interfaced with the DAQ
system. LabView is graphical programming created virtual instrument (VI). It has inbuilt support for NI Compact-DAQ, with several device-specific blocks for such
hardware.
LabVIEW consists mainly of a block diagram, a front and a connector panel.
The user interface is constructed in front panels using indicators and controls. Controls
are inputs that allow the user to feed information to the program while indicators are
outputs that show the results based on the program inputs. The block diagram is the
program window and it contains the graphical source code on which the software
engineer constructed the program by associating distinctive function blocks by
illustration wires and change the properties. All items on the front panel show up as
terminals in the block diagram [74]. A desktop computer system with installed
LabVIEW software used to log the experimental data for the current research work.
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3.2.3 Weather station
A weather station (Davis Vantage Pro2) with a temperature accuracy of 0.5°C
and wind speed accuracy of ±5% was installed to measure ambient temperature
(Tamb)and wind speed (ϑw ) and other parameters as depicted in Figure 11. It mainly
comprises with rain collector, temperature sensor, humidity sensors and anemometer;
radiation sensor and UV sensor can also be coupled with it. It includes the console,
integrated sensor suite and mounting hardware. The specifications of the weather
station are shown in the table below [75].

Figure 11: Davis Vantage Pro2 weather station.
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Table 2: The specifications of the Davis Vantage Pro2 weather station.
Specifications
Product Type

Davis Vantage Pro2

Dew point range

-76°C - 54°C

Rainfall range

0 - 99.99 in

Rainfall accuracy

±4%

Temp range

-40°C - 65°C

Dew point accuracy

± 1.5°C

Wind speed range

3 - 241 km/hr

Wind speed accuracy

±5%

Display

LCD

Dimensions

Display console: 9.5 in W x 6 in H x 1.5 in D
Assembly: 8.2 in W x 7.25 in H x 7.75 in D

Power

110 VAC
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3.2.4 Pyranometers
The analogue sensor (pyranometer) SP-110 is self-powered with an output of
0-400 mV. These are used to measure shortwave radiations for different weather
networks and to optimize photovoltaic systems. Three self-powered Pyranometer with
0.20 mV per Wm-2 sensitivity and ±5% calibration uncertainty [20] was installed at
the site (24.9°-N - 55.5° E) to measure global solar radiation intensity (G) falling on
each module's surface. Pyranometers placed at the latitude angle at the upper side of
PV panels so that they can directly face the sun to measure the exact radiation falling
on the PV [76].

Figure 12: Self-powered pyranometer to measure the solar radiations.
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Table 3: Self-powered pyranometer properties.
Parameter
Power Supply
Sensitivity

Value

Unit

Self-powered
0.2

mV per Wmˉ²

5

Wmˉ² per mV

Calibration Uncertainty

±5

%

Calibrated Output Range

0 - 400

mV

Measurement Repeatability

<1

p.p

Non-stability

<2

p.p per year

Non-linearity

<1

%

Response Time

<1

ms

Field of View

180

˚

Spectral Range

360 - 1120

nm

±5

%

Temperature Response

0.04 ± 0.04

% per ˚C

Operating Environment

-40˚C - 70˚C

˚C

24 D, 33 H

mm

Mass

90

g

Warranty

4

years

Calibration Factor

Directional Response

Dimensions
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3.2.5 Thermocouples
Copper-Constanton K-type Thermocouples with an in house welded junction
are deployed in this research. It has two wires, each made of different material that
welded with each other at the junction and produced a voltage difference when the
junction side experience the different temperature [77].

Figure 13: Thermocouples.
The K-type thermocouples used during the experimentation can measure
within a temperature range of -75°C to 250°C temperature. The thermocouples are
placed at different locations to measure the transient temperature distribution [78].
Calibration is the process of setting up an instrument to provide an acceptable result
(within a suitable range of errors) for a sample. Accuracy is an imperative part of each
analysis to trust and finish up a test result. The procedure for calibration of the
instrument varies from device to device but can be defined mainly as a comparison
between one known measurement of a device with another measurement made by
another device in a similar way [79].
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In this research, thermocouples are calibrated by measuring known
temperature which is ice melting temperature Tice = 0°C. The values are found close
to the reference temperatures with error range 0.5°C. Also, the temperature values
found by the used thermocouples are compared with a calibrated thermometer that
confirmed the same measurement accuracy. The specifications of used thermocouples
are listed below in Table 4.

Table 4: The specifications of used thermocouples.
Attribute

Value

Type

K

Number of cores

1

Core strands

1/0.2 mm

Length

25m

Minimum operating temperature

-75°C

Maximum operating temperature

+250°C

Insulation material

PTFE

Cable shape

Twin twisted
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3.3 Cooling and ventilation system
This system consists of the elements that are used to construct the device to
generate the atmospheric water to diminish the dust base PV losses. It consists of the
following components:


Peltier cooler



Aluminium heat sink



Fan



Cooling pads



Binding layer (Thermal grease)



Power supply

3.3.1 Thermoelectric cooler module
The heating and cooling thermal power are generated by Thermoelectric Peltier
when linked to the DC power source. The Peltier modules include two external plates
made of different materials, parted by semiconductor pellets. Whenever DC current
passes through the semiconductor pellets, one plate becomes cooler by absorbing the
heat and other becomes hotter by dissipating the heat [80].

Figure 14: Thermoelectric Peltier cooler.
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In this research, TEC1-12708 Peltier cooler was used as an active part for
atmospheric water generation system. The specifications of the used TEC described in
Table 5 [81].

Table 5: Specifications of Thermoelectric Peltier cooler.
Specifications:
Model

TEC1-12708

Working temperature

- 40°C ~ 90°C

The maximum temperature differences 8A
Maximum refrigeration power

87.5 W

Maximum working voltage

15.4 V

Maximum temperature

75 Cel

Rated voltage

12 V

Rated current

8A

Size

40 X 40 X 4 (L*W*H) mm
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3.3.2 Heat sink
To dissipate the heat from the hotter side of the Peltier module, heat sink
fabricated from aluminium having six heat pipes fabricated from copper was used
during the experimentation. Peltier cooler transfers thermal energy from one side to
the other through the heat sink to work effectively as shown in Figure 15 [82].

Figure 15: Heat sink.
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3.3.3 Forced ventilation system
Two DC fans with dimensions (L 92 x W 92 x H 25) were used to remove the
heat and cool air from the heat sinks and duct. Figure 16 shows the fan that used during
the experiment.

Figure 16: DC fan used for ventilation.
It is powered by direct current (DC), operated at 12 V and rotates in one
direction. The fan produces an airflow rate of 38.12 cubic feet per minute (CFM) at a
rotational speed of 2000+10% revolutions per minute (RPM) [83]. Among the
advantages of DC fans, they are generally extremely quiet, consume less energy and
are in the economical price range.
3.3.4 Cooling pads
The 5 mm flute size pads of UltraCool 5090 are capable of good water
absorption, thus providing significant cooling. It is brown available. To make these
cooling pad, cellulose corrugated paper attached in an opposite sequence, which
generates the space to pass the air as shown in Figure 17. The paper sheets of cellulose
craft paper have an extremely high-water absorption ability, and each paper is treated
chemically to prevent disintegration.
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Figure 17: Honeycomb structured cooling pads.
When used in a cooling system UltraCool cooling pads are energy saving,
ecologically friendly and economical because they reduce temperature without gas
emissions and minimize energy costs [84].
3.3.5 Binding layer
Thermal grease HY-710 is used as interface material between the heat sink and
Peltier to Thermal grease HY-710 is used as interface material between the heat sink
and Peltier to reduce the interface contact resistance. It indicates a very low contact
thermal resistance and a very high catalogue thermal conductivity of >3.7 W/m-K. It
comprises of 30% of silicon compound 20% of carbon compound and 50% of metal
oxide compounds. Silver AGO and silver powder are high cooling materials, which
are included in HY710 silver thermal grease to increase thermal conductivity. It is
better for CPU / GPU cooler and other electric components than regular types.
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Figure 18: Thermal grease.

Thermal grease properties are tabulated in Table 6 [85].

Table 6: Thermal grease properties.
Items

HY710

Unit

Colour

Silver

No

Thermal Conductivity

＞3.17

W/m-K

Thermal Impedance

＜0.067

°C-in²/W

Specific Gravity

＞2.4

g/cm³

Viscosity

1000

No

380±10

1/10 mm

Moment Bore Temperature

-50 ~ 280

°C

Operation Temperature

-30 ~ 240

°C

Thixotropic Index
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3.3.6 Power supply
The power supply is an electric device that is used to supply power to the
electrical devices. A 12V DC Power Supply (S-250-12) used during the
experimentation as a backup of power source for the water generation system.

Figure 19: 12V DC power supply S-250-12.
The main function of the DC power supply is to take power from an AC source
and convert it into fixed DC. The AC input range may be selected by the integrated
switch and it has overvoltage short circuit and overload protection system. This is
made of high impurity aluminium and there is builtin DC fan for forced air-cooling to
maintain the temperature [86].
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Table 7: Properties of 12V DC power supply S-250-12.
Parameter

Value

Unit

Dimension

L 223 x W 68 x H40

mm

Output Current

20

A

Output Power

250

W

Voltage Accuracy

±15

%

Input (AC)

220

V

50/60

Hz

Working Temperature:

-10 - +60

°C

Storage Temperature

-20 - +80

°C

20 ~ 95

%

Output frequency

Ambient Humidity
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Chapter 4: PV cleaning frequency measurement

This chapter includes the overview of the cleaning frequency and its
dependencies on different factors, experimental setup & methodology, execution of
the experiment and detailed analysis of the results to measure the cleaning frequency
of PV panels.
4.1 PV cleaning overview
PV Cleaning has become an important subject for PV plant developers and
operators as most of the PV plants are being installed in a desert area (due to the
availability of space) and the margin of error is being shrunk to develop the technology
up to an extent. Dust, pollution, bird droppings and shading are the main causes to
render the panel less efficient [87]. A dusty PV panel is shown in Figure 20 [88].

Figure 20: Dusty photovoltaic panel.
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A PV system is most effective with fully unhindered access to sunlight. Even
something that is insignificant as a residual layer can affect the PV performance.
Whereas larger spots, shading and obstructions can have a far greater effect than their
size [89].

4.1.1 Cleaning frequency
Broadly speaking, the PV cleaning frequency depends upon five factors [90]:



‘‘Location’’ of the installed system that generally looks across frequent,
seldom or seasonal rainfall and/or sandstorm.



‘‘Tilt angle’’ of the modules. The inclined panels tend to be much cleaner than
horizontal.



‘‘Windblown dust quantity’’ is an important factor to affecting the required
frequency of cleaning.



“Energy tariffs” as it would justify the additional cost of PV cleaning with the
financial return of additional power produced.



‘‘Cleaning overheads’’ such as water consumption and infrastructure modules
required for cleaning.
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4.2 Experimental procedure to determine cleaning frequency
An approach to analyse and quantify the effect of dust on solar radiation
penetration and PV modules performance has been undertaken and appropriate time
span for PV cleaning has been determined in the research. In this work, radiation losses
resulting from the accumulation of dust on the surface of the PV module are measured.
The experiment has been carried out at the ‘‘Renewable Energy Laboratory’’ Falaj
Hazza Campus, United Arab Emirates University, Al Ain, United Arab Emirates. The
site is situated at latitude and Longitude of 24.9° N - 55.5° E respectively. The campus
is located between a residential and an industrial area surrounded by some date palm
trees. Near the building is a road with high traffic flows that may further enhance the
airborne particles.
Four arrays each containing six monocrystalline photovoltaic modules with
dimensions of 99 cm x 134 cm, rated capacity of 160 W were installed at the site as
shown in the figure. The modules electrical performance has been confirmed by
measuring VOC and ISC prior to dusting study.
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Figure 21: Photovoltaic modules array installed at UAE University, Falaj Hazza
Campus.
To measure the pure radiations losses caused by the dust, four transparent
glasses with 3 mm thickness used in this research to mimic the top glass cover of the
PV modules understudy. Four self-powered SP-110 Pyranometers were installed at the
back sides of transparent glasses, and one is installed at the latitude angle at the front
side of glass modules to measure solar radiation intensity (G) falling on each module's
surface before and after the transmission through the glass. One of the reference glass
modules has been cleaned on a daily basis, while the other four has been cleaned after
10 days, 20 days, 30 days and 3 months representing a seasonal scale respectively.
Meanwhile, the pyranometers also placed at the latitude angle at the top side of PV
panels, so that they can directly face the sun to obtain the maximum radiations.
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In order to measure the value of irradiance, the voltage obtained by the
pyranometers using NI modules needs to multiply with a constant (5000) which is
provided by the pyranometer manufacturers. Other parameters, such as temperature,
rainfall, wind speed and humidity have also been measured by using the ‘’ Davis
Vantage Pro2’’ weather station as shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22: Weather station software user interface.
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The measurement uncertainties for all the devices are listed in Table 1.
Table 8: The measurement uncertainties for all used devices.
Parameter

Device

Model

Measurement Accuracy
range

Solar radiation

Apogee Pyranometer SP – 110

-

±1%

9178

-

±0.02%

9227

-5 A – 5 A

±0.01%

9221

-60 V - 60 V

±0.25%

[76]
Data

NI-Compact DAQ

acquisition

[70]

Current

NI-Analogue
module [72]

Voltage

NI-Analogue
module [73]

Temperature

Ni-Analogue module 9213

-75°C - 250°C ±1%

[71]
Thermocouple K-

363-0389

-75°C - 250°C ±1.5 (°C)

6152

-40°C to 65°C

±0.5°C

6152

1 to 67 ms-1

±0.5°C

type [78]
Ambient

Davis vintage pro2

temperature

weather station [75]

Wind speed

Davis vintage pro2
weather station [75]
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All the sensors and the power output cables from the PV modules were
connected to a NI-Compact DAQ through current and voltage modules to log the data
as shown in the schematic of the experimental setup in Figure 23.

Figure 23: Schematic diagram to measure the power and radiations losses due to dust
to determine the optimal cleaning frequency of PV modules.
By comparing recorded irradiance values measured by the pyranometer that is
installed beneath the reference glass module (which gets clean daily manually by using
water and wiper) with the other pyranometer values that installed below the other
modules (which get cleaned after 10 days, 20 days, 30 days and seasonal basis), dust
influence on the received radiation can be quantified, and as a result its effects on the
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solar radiations received by these pyranometers. Similarly, the power losses caused by
dust are determined by comparing the measured voltage and current by NI modules of
the cleaned and the dusty PV panels. Front panel window and block diagrams codes
used in this study are shown in Figures 24 and 25 respectively.
The front panel is a window for the user to monitor and manage the program.
The temperatures, voltages and currents are measured in Celsius, volts and ampere
respectively. The time delay can be set manually, and the program can also be started
& stopped manually as shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24: The front panel window of the LabVIEW program to measure voltage,
current and temperature.
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The block diagram as shown in Figure 25 is a working window where the
program is prepared. The system is connected to the Excel program to record the data
tables for further analysis.

Figure 25: Block diagram of the LabVIEW program to measure voltage, current and
temperature.
The experiments were conducted for almost three and a half months from
22/04/2018 to 07/08/2018 start at 06:30 AM and end at 06:30 PM. The data was logged
for all systems with a time step of 5 minutes. The weather remained dry without any
rain during this period.
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4.3 Experimental results and discussion
The experimental results were obtained and recorded at the end of 10 days, 20
days, 30 days and three months. The results to measure the cleaning frequency are
described below with figures in details.
4.3.1 Weather data
Figures 26 show the ambient temperature (Tamb ) and wind speed (ϑw ) for the
duration of the experiment. It shows the weather data for the first 10 days that average
daily Tamb increased from 27.3°C to 34.2°C peak in the afternoon time. The average
wind speed (ϑw ) remained lower than 2.2 m/s with an absolute average value of 1.7
m/s during the tested period.
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Figure 26: The weather data for the first 10 days of experiments.
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For 20 days of experiment the wind speed (Vw) again remained low with an
average peak and absolute average values of 2.6 m/s and 1.97 m/s respectively as
shown in Figure 27. The ambient temperature reached its maximum value of 38.8°C
at mid of the day.
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Figure 27: The weather data for the first 20 days of experiments.
The weather data values for one month and three months depict the high
ambient temperature between the range 34.6°C to 44.6°C and 38°C to 46.8°C
respectively. The wind speed shows with a substantially higher value with the average
speed of 7.35 m/s for both testing duration but with the different peaks as shown in
Figures 28 & 29 below.
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Figure 28: The measured weather data for one month.

Figure 29: The measured weather data for 3 months.
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Air circulation around the PV surface due to windy conditions causes the loss
of heat by natural convection, which is empirically predicted by [91]. In the case of a
PV module in air, Eq. 1 provides the complete exchange of convective energy from a
module's surface. At 45° wind incidence angle, the wind-induced convective heat
transfer coefficient (hc) is given by Eq. 3 [92].
q conv = −(hc ) × A × (TPV − Tamb )

(Eq. 2)

hc = 9.5ϑ0.46
w

(Eq. 3)

The lower hc values show that natural convection cannot efficiently cool the
PV, which leads to higher PV temperatures that eventually affects the PV electrical
conversion efficiency. However, lower hc values can be potentially beneficial once the
concept of thermal energy storage and recovery is introduced in the PV, as it would
minimize heat losses.
4.3.2 Radiation losses due to dust
Solar radiations that are absorbed by the PV (Qabsorbed ) depends on the surface
area (A) and the dusting coefficient (dc ) which represents the PV surface cleanliness
and the absorptance (α) of the PV panel as given by Eq. 4.
Qabsorbed = G × A × dc × α

(Eq. 4)

Figure 30 shows the incident solar radiation on static glass surfaces and the
reduction in solar radiation penetration into the surface due to the deposited dust layer
on the front glass surface with the passage of time. The global radiations incident at
the surface of the glass and their value after the penetration from glass modules cleaned
daily after 10 days are shown in Figure 30. The data is recorded prior to cleaning the
modules.
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Figure 30: Global radiation, radiation after passing through the daily cleaned glass
module and the radiation after passing through the glass module cleaned for 10 days.

There are the average and peak radiation drop of 43 W/m2 and 87 W/m2 was
recorded between the daily cleaned glass module and the 10 days dusted glass module
as shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 31: Global radiation, radiation after passing through the daily cleaned glass
module and the radiation after passing through the glass module cleaned after 20
days.
The amount of solar radiation transmission through the glass is decreasing as
the amount of dust kept increasing at the module surface. The average and peak
radiation transmission difference through the glass module reach up to 57 W/m2 and
118 W/m2 for the daily clean glass module and the glass module cleaned after 20 days.
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The radiation transmission for monthly cleaned glass module decreases up to
almost 19% with respect to the daily cleaned glass module. It was noted that the peak
radiation drop was 120 W/m2 and the average radiation drop was 65 W/m2.
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Figure 32: Global radiation, radiation after passing through the daily cleaned glass
module and through the glass module which did not get cleaned for a month.
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Figure 33 shows the radiation loss in a PV module kept dusted for 3 months
compared to a daily cleaned module. The peak and average drop of radiation for 3
months dust accumulation was 239 W/m2 and 118 W/m2 respectively reaching up to
27% loss during at peak time.
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Figure 33: Global radiation, radiation after passing through the daily cleaned glass
module and through the glass module which did not get cleaned for 3 months.
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Table 9 summarises the global radiations after days of dusting, average
radiation after the transmission through specific glass modules and the loss of average
and peak radiations that passes through the glass modules with different level of dust
accumulated at their surface. Here, Cd shows daily cleaned glass module, C10_d shows
the module dusted for 10 days, C20_d depicts the module dusted for 20 days, Cm and
C3_m shows the modules dusted for a month and 3 months respectively.

Table 9: Radiation level for glass modules, accumulating with different level of dust
Period

Global

Average

Average

Peak

radiation

radiation

difference

difference

Cd

497

446

43

87

C10_d

497

403

43

87

Cd

407

386

57

118

C20_d

407

329

57

118

Cd

360

343

65

120

Cm

360

278

65

120

Cd

415

372

118

239

C3_m

415

254

118

239
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4.3.3 Power drop due to dust adhering
Several factors affect the solar panel output although the predominant ones are
dust driven solar radiation losses, which reduce PV current and elevate PV operating
temperature, which induces voltage loss [93]. The dust layer accumulation on the
surface of PV diminishes the solar radiation penetration into solar cells which directly
cause the PV power drop. When the sunlight strike at the surface of the PV module,
due to the dust particles settling on PV modules the radiations get scattered and could
not contribute to the power generation. The longer the exposure to the solar cell, the
more dust will be accumulated on the surface and therefore the more power drop shall
be expected [94].
The dust accumulation has a negative effect on current due to the less
penetration of solar radiations, which causes to decrease in charge mobility. The
measured VOC, ISC and electric power for Cd and C10_d are shown in Figure 34 and 35
respectively. The peak VOC was recorded as 39.8 V for C10-d PV compared to 39.9 V
for reference Cd PV which shows a negligible voltage drop. On the contrary, the Isc
for C10-d and Cd PV modules are 5.39 A and 5.5 A respectively, showing a drop of
2% in the current.
The electrical power output of all 4 PV modules is calculated from the
measured electrical parameters of VOC and ISC, by employing the fill factor as shown
in Eq. 5.
P = Voc ∗ Isc ∗ FF

(Eq. 5)

Where P is the PV generated electrical power and the FF is considered to be
constant (0.74) deduced by multiplying the rated voltage Vmpp with rated current Impp
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over VOC and ISC as given by Eq. 6. The Vmpp , Impp , Voc , and Isc are listed in the PV
data sheet from the factory.

FF =

Vmpp ×Impp

(Eq. 6)

VOC ×Isc

In the UAE atmospheric conditions with no major sand storm, the PV lost
3% power without being cleaned for 10 days
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Figure 34: Current and power for the daily cleaned and 10 days dusted PV panel.

The effects of dust accumulation at the surface of PV modules for 20 days
compared with the reference PV panel cleaned daily is presented in Figure 35. The
peak voltages and currents for daily cleaned and Cd-20 are 38.6 V,4.99 A and 38.6 V,
4.8 A respectively as shown in figures below showing a drop of 3.9% in current with
the voltage being unaffected. Similarly, the power comparison shows a 5% power loss
for a PV cleaned after 20 days compared to the daily cleaned PV panel.
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Figure 35: Current and power for the daily cleaned PV panel compared to the panel
dusted for 20 days.
The current and power due to the effects of dust accumulation over the period
of one month and daily cleaned PV modules are shown in Figure 36. The dusty panel
for a month shows the decrease in current and power produced by the PV.
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Figure 36: Comparison of current and power of the daily cleaned panel compared to
the panel dusted for one month
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Power comparison between the daily cleaned PV and a PV cleaned after a
month shows a significant power drop of 7%. This power drop occurs due to the dust
layer deployment on the surface of the PV. Surprisingly though the panel dusted for
three months showed a drop in both voltage and current. The peak Voc was recorded
as 38.4 V for three months dusted panel compared to 39.9 V for reference daily cleaned
PV. Similarly, the peak Isc for daily cleaned PV modules was 4.48 A which dropped
to 4.02 A for the panel cleaned after 3 months. Eventually, a similar trend was
observed for the power drop for the PV module cleaned daily and after 3 months
respectively as shown in Figure 37.
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Figure 37: Current and power produced by daily cleaned PV compared to the PV
cleaned after 3 months.
The average power produced by PV-Cd and PV-C3_m is 110.5 W and 127 W
respectively showing a 13% power loss in dusty panels for 3 months. The importance
of cleaning reflects clearly from the above-described results. For example, a solar plant
which produced 100 MW when it’s fully cleaned, if this plant does not get clean for 3
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months then there will be a 13 MW of power loss due to the dust accumulated at its
surface.
Figure 38 depicts the radiation loss and power loss over time for all the cases,
daily, 10 days, one month and 3 months. As it can be seen that power difference
between daily cleaned PV panel and dusty PV panel for the specific period of time (10
days, 20 days, 1 month and 3 months) increasing as the radiation penetration difference
increasing between daily cleaned and dusty glass module.
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Figure 38: Power loss due to the radiation for the period of 10 days, 20 days, a month
and 3 months.
Basic investigations to measure the cleaning frequency and power drop due to
the dust accumulation at the surface of modules have been done at the array level.
Future work concerns with in-depth study for a year at the plant scale and modelling
algorithm development to validate the experimentation.
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Chapter 5: An atmospheric water generation system for PV cleaning

This chapter provides the basics of the concept of atmospheric water
generation. It includes the summery and design of the AWG system and how to exploit
the diurnal dew point drop, radiative cooling over a sky exposed surface and Peltier
cooling in sequential order to optimize the self-reliant PV cleaning system.
Experimental setup, methodology and water generation results are discussed in details
in this part of the study. It also described the Simulink modelling of the AWG system
(to make it autonomous and self-reliant using the discarded power) with a detailed
analysis of the results.
5.1 Basics and background
The most common means of cleaning PV from the dust employs water flushing
over the PV panel surface. For larger scale utility PV power plants, water transportation
and consumption required for PV cleaning incurs tremendous overheads on the plant
operations thus increasing the electricity production cost. Besides, most of the utilityscale PV plants are installed in a desert environment that poses a two folds challenge
of increased dust accumulation coupled with lack of water supply infrastructure to keep
the plant cleaned. The current research proposes a solution for water production by
extracting water from the air. The proposed solution can solve water transportation
problems for PV cleaning in water droughted areas. The embodiment of atmospheric
water generation system will exploit the diurnal dew point drop, adiabatic air expansion
in porous media, radiative cooling over a sky exposed surface at night and Peltier
cooling in sequential order to optimize the self-reliant PV cleaning system.
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Atmospheric dew point depends upon the air pressure and humidity level and
varies according to these parameters. The dew point is the temperature that is enough
to saturate water vapours in the air. The airborne vapours condense into a liquid when
further cooled down [95]. When the air temperature reaches up to its dew point and
then strike at the surface that has a lower temperature than air, the water will adhere at
that surface. The ambient temperature and the number of water vapours in the air
determine the dew point temperature [96]. The objective is to achieve the saturation
temperature in order to condense vapours into the water using some passive and active
devices. Since the relative humidity keeps changing in time and space, a customized
set up is required to assure the condensation at all conditions [97]. The hot and humid
climate is very appropriate for water extraction from the air. At this stage, the air has
a significant amount of vapours content that can be condensed into water by using
atmospheric water generation (AWG) setup [98]. With the increase of air temperature,
the water vapours carrying capacity of the air also increases, means the same volume
of air has the capacity to hold more vapours, thus decreasing the chance for water
production at elevated temperature. Thus an AWG system has to adopt all means to
reach the right temperature that could assure condensation to produce water.
5.2 Summary of AWG system
Apparatus for the device for a PV cleaning system mainly comprise of a Peltier
module, customized heat sinks to draw out the heat from one side of the Peltier, fans to
draw out the air from both sides of the Peltier, diverging duct to expand the air,
honeycomb structure to trap the air, voltage sensor, current sensor, temperature sensor,
humidity sensor and a controller. The device is lightweight and easy to integrate at the
PV module. In one embodiment, the device is mounted at the top of the PV module. In
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utility-scale PV power plants, the output of the PV array through inverter has to meet
the grid specifications in terms of power quality. As long as the inverter output is not
compatible with the grid, the power will be injected to the proposed cooling system
instead of being wasted as happens in the conventional case. Part of the power
recovered through the PV will be utilized to draw cooled ambient air to the cooling unit.
At the first stage, air will be subjected to expansion through a diverging
duct/nozzle to cool by adiabatic expansion. Temperature is related to the average of the
square of the velocity of the molecules in a gas. The air temperature is directly
proportional to the air molecules' kinetic energy. When the air gets expand through a
diverging duct then due to the expansion of the air, the kinetic energy and collision of
air molecules reduced, which causes to decrease the temperature of the air [99]. The
surfaces of the duct will be exposed to sky to cool radiatively the surface at night and
aid in air cooling. Radiative cooling is the transport of energy to the deep space, as it
has a temperature close to zero, which makes outer space to behave as a heat sink [100,
101].
At a second stage, the air will be further passed through a porous structure
(honeycomb) contained within a section of the duct to cool by the
capillary/thermocapillary effect. At the last stage, the air will be passed through a
cooling plate chilled by Peltier cooler to condense and extract water from the air.
The water will be stored in one embodiment in the voids of the porous structure which
will later be wiped off the panel to clean the dust. Water in the other embodiment will
be stored in a storage box and will be sprinkled over the PV surface to be wiped and
cleaned. The Inventive steps in the research which distinguished it from others are that
it integrates a systematic and hierarchical passive and active design to generate water
from the waste energy and does not involve additional energy inputs. The second step
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involves including the Peltier cooling system which consumes substantially lower
energy compared to the conventional compressor-based condensation systems. The
contextual relevance of the research is another step which entails producing
atmospheric water in the harshest summer conditions of gulf region which renders it
more interesting with its airborne dusty environment to devise such an invention.
5.3 Embodiment of the system
The experiment has been carried out at the ‘‘Renewable Energy Laboratory’’
Falaj Hazza Campus, United Arab Emirates University, Al Ain, United Arab Emirates.
The site is situated at latitude and Longitude of (24.9° N - 55.5° E) respectively. The
campus is located between a residential and an industrial area surrounded by some
date’s trees. Near the building is a road with high traffic flows.
The copper and aluminium made heat sink with four heat pipes, used to draw out the
heat from the hotter side of Peltier cooler. The heat removal from the hotter side is
necessary, otherwise, the Peltier cooler will become hotter on both sides and may
damage the device [82]. The hotter side of Peltier cooler was checked and confirm
before attaching it with the heatsink. The aluminium based plate was attached at the
cooled side of TEP. At the left end of the device, the ambient air is mechanically drawn
in the divergent air duct through the DC fan, which is installed at the inlet of the duct.
At the wider end of the duct, a porous structure (cooling pad) is installed to trap and
furtherly cool down the air. The air temperature decreased somewhat due to the air
expansion, it further decreased when passed through the radiatively cooled sky
exposed air duct. Finally, this cooled air strikes at the aluminium plate attached with
the cooler side of TEP to condense water vapours. The schematic diagram of the setup
shown in Figure 39 below.
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Figure 39: The schematic diagram of atmospheric water generation system .

5.4 Specification of the AWG system
Mainly the device is to produce water in a consistent way to clean the PV
panels in water droughted areas by condensing the moisture in the air. The
specifications of the system are listed below:


It harvests the wasted power from PV to feed into the AWG system.



It provides a low-cost water production system exploiting the natural
phenomenon in the sequential order and injecting active power as needed.



It is a compact and low weight water production system that can be mounted
to the existing PV system.
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5.5 Results and discussion
The experimental assessment of the proposed AWG was conducted for three
days of device operation. The measured weather conditions and water production data
are described in the following section.
5.5.1 Weather data
This section represents the trends of ambient temperature, wind speed,
humidity and dew point temperature for the three different days (day & night) of the
experimentation. As shown in Figure 40 at the 1st day of the experiment the humidity
remained predominantly below 40% during the day time and remained predominantly
above 40% during the night time for almost 14 hours from 5:30 PM to 7:30 AM.
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Figure 40: The measured relative humidity, ambient air temperature and dew point
for the 1st day of the experiment at the site in Falaj Hazza Campus, UAE University,
Al Ain, UAE.
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During the late afternoon and at night time, as the ambient temperature started
decreasing, the relative humidity started increasing. The most ideal time to run the
atmospheric water generation system or the time when the maximum amount of water
can be generated is when the ambient air temperature is close to the dew point
temperature (less than 10°C) at a higher relative humidity being around 1 AM at night.
For the 2nd day of the experiment, the relative humidity remained above 40% for
almost 17.5 hours from 1:00 PM to 5:30 AM. The difference between the dew point
temperature and the ambient air temperature remained near 10°C for 13 hours, between
3:30 PM to 4:30 AM as shown in Figure 41. This is the more suitable time to run the
AWG system to generate maximum water with low energy consumption. Almost the
same trend was observed for the 3rd day of the experiment as the relative humidity
remained above 40% for almost 15 hours from 2:00 PM to 5:00 AM. The difference
between the dew point temperature and the ambient air temperature reduced below
10°C 5 PM to 4:00 AM. This difference reached up to a minimum of 2.3°C at 12:00
AM, as shown in Figure 42.
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Figure 41: The measured humidity, ambient temperature and dewpoint and for the
2nd day of the experiment at the site in Falaj Hazza Campus, UAE University, Al
Ain, UAE.
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Figure 42: The measured humidity, temperature, dewpoint and Wind speed data for
the 3rd day of the experiment at the site in Falaj Hazza Campus, UAE University, Al
Ain, UAE.
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5.5.2 Experimental results for AWG system
Many trials were conducted to check water production by using the AWG
system. Ambient temperature, relative humidity and dew point temperature were also
measured as elaborated in graphically and theoretically in the above section. The AWG
system was run for 3 particular hours based on weather data in specific days to check
the amount of atmospheric water generation. Usually, for this time interval, the
humidity remained above 70% for the days of the experiment. A graph of water
produced is plotted against the average and peak humidity of the air as shown in Figure
43. The average and peak relative humidity for that particular interval of time was
above 70%.
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Figure 43: The produced water with respect to the average and peak humidity for the
1st, 2nd and 3rd day of the experiment at the site in Falaj Hazza Campus, UAE
University, Al Ain, UAE.
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The maximum water of 110 ml was produced on the 3rd day when the humidity
reached up to 86% for that particular day and remained above 70% for almost 7 hours.
The water production for the 1st and 2nd day was 92 ml and 87 ml respectively as shown
in Figure 43. The rate of water production depends on the ambient temperature,
humidity, the volume of air passing over the cooling plate, and the capacity of the
device to cool the air. This reduces the air temperature, which in turn reduces the air's
water vapour carrying capability. AWG system becomes more efficient with the rise
in relative humidity and air temperature as it can be seen in Figure 44. For the 3rd day
of the experiment, the ambient temperature increased as compared to the 1st day, but
the more water generated on the 3rd day, because of the increase in humidity along
with air temperature.
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Figure 44: The produced water with respect to the ambient temperature for the 1st,
2nd and 3rd day of the experiment at the site in Falaj Hazza Campus, UAE
University, Al Ain, UAE.
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Novel water sprinkling techniques consume approximately 1 – 2 litre of water
to clean 2 m2 PV module. Extend this to plant scale a 1 MW of solar plant uses almost
7000 - 10000 litres of water in a single cycle to get clean. Usually, plant need to clean
twice in a month, means 20,000 litres of water required to clean 1 MW solar plant in
a month, which increases as the installed capacity. According to the measured values
of power drop and water generation, the proposed cleaning frequency is 15 days. By
using the developed AWG system, approximately 2 litres of water can be generated in
15 days in the specified conditions. This AWG system not only decreases the power
drop and improves the efficiency of the plant, but it also saves the substantial amount
of water (which can be used for domestic or irrigation purpose) by extracting water
from the air.
5.6 Algorithmic approach for AWG system
To make the system fully automated, all the sensors (voltage sensor, current
sensor, temperature sensor, dewpoint temperature sensor and humidity sensor) can be
integrated into a control system. These sensors measure the atmospheric parameters
that help decide to turn ON/OFF the AWGS through an algorithm. Referring to Figure
45, which is a schematic diagram showing the power generation, storage, power
conversion and its utilization to generate atmospheric water. It comprises of
photovoltaic and water generation system. When the solar radiations strike at the
surface of the photovoltaic panel, PV panel produced the DC power that goes to the
charge controller through the DC wires. The charge controller is a DC to Dc converter
that draws the maximum voltage & current coming from the PV array and optimize
them according to the battery/utility grid requirement. Then this regularized power
from charge controller goes to the battery storage or utility grid through the DC wire
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and that stored DC power can be used to run the atmospheric water generation system
later on. Otherwise, solar power goes to the power inverter. Solar inverters are the
devices that convert the DC power from PV panels into AC power then supplied to the
AC loads. The DC power from PV cannot be directly transmitted to solar inverter
because the power supplied to the inverter will not be tuned/regularized according to
the inverter requirements.

Figure 45: A general installation of PV atmospheric water generation system without
the controller.
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As can be seen from the complete AWGS setup Figure 46, PV panel placed
under the solar radiations, which generates the electric power DC that goes directly to
the controller. The controller comprises of different sensors, such as voltage sensor S1,
current sensor S2, temperature sensor S3, dew point temperature sensor S4 and
humidity sensor S5. The sensors calculate these parameters and help to direct DC
power to inverter or battery based on the given conditions to the system. The algorithm
E1 calculates the voltage and current and if their values are less than the minimum
requirement to turn on the inverter, then it diverts the power towards the battery
storage, otherwise, this will let it go towards the inverter. When the power from PV is
greater than the minimum requirement of the inverter then the inverter operates and
starts to converter the DC power to AC. When this AC power is connected to the grid,
the grid has its own limitations of power input same as an inverter.
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Figure 46: A complete setup of a system to provide atmospheric water using the
wasted power produced by PV.
If the difference between the values of ambient temperature sensor and the dew
point temperature sensors is less than 10°C or any preset value (because when the
ambient air temperature is close to the dew point temperature at that time, very small
amount of energy and time required to drop the air temperature at the dew point
temperature level, where the vapours condense to generate water droplets) and the
measured value by humidity sensors is greater than 70% (or any predefined value) then
the algorithm E3 will turn on the AWG system automatically by taking power from
battery storage. The AWGS will operate only at the specified time and conditions
(humidity & temperature) set by the user.
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5.7 Simulink model development for PV-AWG system
A simplest equivalent circuit of a solar cell is a current source in parallel with
a diode. The output of the current source is directly proportional to solar energy
(photons) that hits on the solar cell (photocurrent Iph). During darkness, the solar cell
is not an active device; it works as a diode, i.e. a p-n junction. It produces neither a
current nor a voltage. However, if it is allowed to connect to an external source (large
voltage) it generates a current Id, called diode (D) current or dark current. The diode
determines the IV characteristics of the cell. A simple circuit diagram of the solar cell
is shown in Figure 47, which includes a photo-current, diode, parallel and series
resistor [102].

Figure 47: Simple circuit diagram of solar cell
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Model for the PV developed by using the below-mentioned Eq. 7-13 [103,
104] and the PV specifications that are already explained in Chapter 3.

𝑉𝑡 =
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(Eq. 7)
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(Eq. 13)

The proposed model was simulated using MATLAB Simulink. The system
consists of a PV panel, battery bank, controller, inverter and converters. The Simulink
model of the PV circuit to check for I-V and P-V characteristics curves are shown in
Figure 48.
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Figure 48: Simulink model of the PV circuit to check for I-V and P-V characteristics
curves.
Further, the Simulink model was enhanced by integrating the DC-DC
converter, battery system, boost converter, DC-AC inverter, 78 W load (AWG system)
and the algorithm to run the AWG system based on the values provided by the different
sensors. Batteries get damaged and their life diminishes by directly charging through
solar PV modules due to the unregulated voltage and current supplied by them. Solar
DC-DC converter (buck converter) regulates the charging current/voltage supplied by
the PV modules according to the battery specifications/requirements. These problems
led to high demand for efficient DC-DC converters [105]. A simple buck converter
schematic is shown in Figure 49 [106].
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Figure 49: Circuit diagram of the buck converter.

Furthermore, there are fluctuations in the output DC voltages generated by PV
modules due to the uneven/uncontrolled soar radiations, dust adhering at the surface,
ambient temperature variations and the shadowing effects [107, 108]. Therefore, a DCDC boost converter is crucial in order to control the low and incoherent DC voltage
output from PV modules. It’s not just only step up or down the DC output voltages
generated by the PV modules but also perform a key task by extracting maximum
power at different conditions during the day on the basis of I-V characteristics of PV
modules by using the algorithm of maximum power point tracking (MPPT) [109]. A
complete model diagram is shown below in Figure 50. After the boost coverter, the
voltage goes into DC-AC inverter which converts the voltages from DC to AC. The
Simulink design to turn ON/OFF the 78 W AWG system as per the algorithm (as
explained above) shown in Figure 51. It allows AWGS to take power from storage
after fulfilling the requirements of the pre-defined algorithm.

Figure 50: A complete Simulink model diagram for PV AWG system.
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Figure 51: Simulink model for AWG system with battery connected.
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5.8 Simulation result
Photovoltaic I-V curve provides a detailed description of the energy conversion
ability and efficiency of the PV module or cell with current and voltage (I-V)
characteristics. Figure 52 shows the I-V characteristics of a solar panel that works
under 25°C operating temperature. With the open-circuit solar cell connected to no
load, the current is at its lowest point, and the voltage is maximum across the cell,
known as the open-circuit voltage (VOC) of a solar cell. On the other end, when the
solar cell is short-circuited by connecting the positive and negative leads the voltage
over the cell is at its lowest level but the current flowing out of the cell is at maximal,
called the short circuit current (ISC) [110].
The power supplied by a PV panel comes from the product of each point
(voltage and current) in the I-V curve. The maximum power point (MPP) is a point at
P-V characteristics curve where the product of I-V yields the highest value thus
enabling the solar module to deliver maximum electrical power [111]. I-V and P-V
curves of solar modules enable to achieve their characteristic parameters, such as Isc,
Voc, MPP and FF deemed crucial to design the PV system. The I-V and P-V curves
rely on the operating temperature, solar radiations and their spectral distribution [108].
Table 10 shows the calculated module data at standard test conditions (STC) Top =
25ºC and air mass (AM) = 1.5.
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Table 10: PV measured parameters through simulation.
Parameters

Values

Vmpp

35.73

Impp

4.589

Pmpp

163.89

Figure 52: I-V curves at different radiations, 1000, 800 and 600 W/m2 with Top=
25C and AM=1.5.
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Figure 53: P-V curves at different radiations, 1000, 800 and 600 W/m2 with Top=
25C and AM=1.5.
As it can be seen from the both I-V and P-V curves in the above Figures 52
and 53 that there is a nominal drop in VOC but a significant reduction in ISC by changing
the radiation level with the same operating temperature and the other parameters.
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The scop output of battery characteristics in Figure 55, which shows that the
battery started to discharge by supplying the power to AWG load between the time
interval of 0.07 - 0.1 when the difference between the values of ambient temperature
and the dew point temperature re aches less than 10°C and the humidity value is greater
than 40 as shown in Figure 54.

Figure 54: Humidity, ambient temperature and dew point temperature sensors values
between time interval 0 - 0.1.
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Figure 55: Battery characteristics between 0 - 0.1 time interval.

The initial investigations were done at one location for the atmospheric water
generation that will extend to further locations with different ambient conditions (i.e.
ambient temperature, humidity, dew point temperature, wind speed etc.) in future.
Future research will also focus on the detailed plant scale research and development
of modelling algorithms to validate the experiment.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion

In the present research, the cleaning frequency of solar panels from
accumulated dust through experimentation in UAE conditions was measured that
helped to design the “Self-water-generation system” for cleaning solar panels.
To measure the pure radiations losses caused by the dust, five transparent
glasses with 3 mm thickness used in this research. Pyranometers were installed at the
back sides of transparent glasses, and one is installed at the latitude angle at the upper
side of glass modules to measure solar radiation intensity falling on each module's
surface before and after the transmitting through the glass. One of the reference glass
modules has been cleaned on a daily basis, while the other four has been cleaned after
10 days, 20 days, 30 days and seasonal basis respectively.
The average and peak radiation penetration difference of 43 W/m2 and 87
W/m2 respectively were observed between a daily clean glass module and for the
module kept dusted for 10 days. The average and peak radiation transmission
difference through the glass module reach up to 57 W/m2 and 118 W/m2 respectively
for the daily clean glass module and the module cleaned after 20 days. It was noted
that the peak and average radiation penetration to PV module dropped by 120 W/m2
65 W/m2 respectively for the daily cleaned and monthly cleaned PV panels. The drop
in radiation substantially increased to a peak value of 239 W/m2 and an average value
of 119 W/m2 for a module cleaned after 3 months compared to a daily cleaned module.
The power losses caused by dust are also calculated and compared the powers
produced by the clean and the dusty PV panels. In the UAE atmospheric conditions
with no major sandstorm, if PV don’t get cleaned for 10 days, it causes the 3% drop
in electric power. The PV produced 5% less power when does not get cleaned for 20
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days as compared to the daily cleaned PV panel. Power loss reached to 7% for a dusted
panel for one month and 13% for a dusted panel for three months.
Three days of trials were conducted to assess the water production by using the
AWG system to clean the PV from the PV power. The AWG system was run for 3
hours per night for particular days to determine the amount of water generation. The
maximum water production of 110 ml per night (3 hours) was achieved in the best case
during the experiments when the humidity remained above 70% and peaked at 86%.
The water production remained close enough for the rest of two days being 92 ml and
87 ml. According to the measured values of power drop and water generation, the
proposed cleaning frequency is 15 days.
A Simulink model for a module developed and the I-V and P-V characteristics
of used panel measured and verified through simulation results. Algorithm to turn
ON/OFF the AWG system on the basis of weather data was also developed and tested
by running the simulation model.
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